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Abstract

The issue of transferring facial expressions from one
person’s face to another’s has been an area of interest
for the movie industry and the computer graphics com-
munity for quite some time. In recent years, with the
proliferation of online image and video collections and
web applications, such as Google Street View, the ques-
tion of preserving privacy through face de-identification
has gained interest in the computer vision community.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of real-time dy-
namic facial expression transfer using an Active Ap-
pearance Model framework. We provide a theoreti-
cal foundation for a generalisation of two well-known
expression transfer methods and demonstrate the im-
proved visual quality of the proposed linear extrapola-
tion transfer method on examples of face swapping and
expression transfer using the AVOZES data corpus. Re-
alistic talking faces can be generated in real-time at low
computational cost.

1. Introduction and Related Work

Motion capture and the transfer of facial expressions
from an actor to a CGI-generated movie character have
long been a focus of much research in the movie in-
dustry and computer graphics community. The quest
is to copy the facial movements of the source as truly
as possible, while presenting them in a plausibly look-
ing way on the animated character. While early ap-
proaches required specially made up faces or artificial
landmarks to facilitate the required face tracking and
model alignment, technological advances in the last
decade have enabled markerless solutions. Beyond the
film making industry, such technology is also of interest
for the purpose of preserving privacy through face de-
identification in online image and video collections and
web applications, such as Google Street View.

In this paper, the problem of facial expression trans-

fer (‘cloning’) by linear extrapolation is investigated,
within the Active Appearance Model framework. The
problem can be stated as follows: Given AAMs of two
subjects, how can we convincingly map expressions ob-
served in one face onto the model of the other? We give
a theoretical justification for a linear method not requir-
ing statistical training, and thus suitable for transfer in
real-time.

In recent years, statistical approaches, such as the
Active Appearance Model (AAM) [4] and 3D Mor-
phable Model (3DMM) [3], have been widely and suc-
cessfully used for building non-rigid deformable mod-
els. Their power lies in the combination of a com-
pact parametric representation and an efficient align-
ment method. A number of AAM alignment meth-
ods have been proposed in recent years. Without loss
of generality, we adopt the discriminative-iterative ap-
proach of [6] for the face tracking.

Our work is primarily inspired by the work of
Theobald et al. [7], Blanz et al. [2], and Bitouk et al.
[1]. [7] proposes a simple mapping of parameters be-
tween AAMs for two or more people without requiring
high-level semantic information about the facial expres-
sions, which is capable of real-time expression transfer.
Here, the relationship between the shape vectors of two
AAMs is computed and used to determine how the pa-
rameters of one model are to be mapped to the parame-
ters of the other model.

[2] presents a 3D model approach, which estimates
3D shape and texture along with all relevant scene pa-
rameters (e.g. pose, lighting) from single images. It is
based on the 3DMM [3] that gives highly accurate face
models, but is computationally very expensive. The ad-
vantage of the 3D model approach is the ability to han-
dle different poses, in particular non-frontal ones, and
lighting directions well.

[1] proposes a system for automatic face replacement
using a large library of face images from the internet.
Candidate face images that are similar to the input face
in appearance and pose are selected from the face li-
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brary, before the pose, lighting, and colour of the can-
didate face images are adjusted to match the source im-
age. No 3D model is required.

2. Notation

Here, an ‘appearance vector’ describes the geometry
(shape) and texture of a model instance, encoded for ex-
ample as (x0,y0,x1,y1, . . . , r0,g0,b0, r1,g1,b1, . . .)
for a 2D RGB model, where each pair xi,yi describes
the location of a mesh vertex and each triple ri,gi,bi

describes the colour of a pixel in the untransformed tex-
ture layer.

For each AAM p, we denote yp to be the mean ap-
pearance vector of p, Yp to be the basis of appearance
variation, and Qp, Qp to be the projector and comple-
mentary projector along Yp

1, respectively.

3. Proposed Approach

3.1 Linear Expression Transfer

We first review two simple techniques by which ex-
pression transfer may be achieved. First, we may sim-
ply add the variation observed in the source frame to the
target mean, with no adjustment whatsoever. If the ob-
served expression vector is given as ys + ŷs, then our
synthesised vector will be yt + ŷs.

In addition to being straightforward, it ensures fi-
delity to the observed expression: if the source subject
raises an eyebrow, so too must the target, because ex-
actly the same variation is applied in the affine warp.
However, textural or geometric features of the source
model that would be out-of-place in the target are also
transferred, leading to occasional visual oddities. For
example, if during speech, the teeth of the source model
are more visible than in the target, we may end up with
dimmed ‘ghost teeth’ appearing in the synthesised face.

Alternatively, we may restrict the synthesised ex-
pression to the existing expression space Yt of the tar-
get model. Subject to this restriction, we may repro-
duce the expression with minimal mean square error
between the appearance vectors by taking a simple lin-
ear projection of the observed expression into the target
subspace: ŷt = Qtŷs. Such an approach is described
in [7], and a short proof of the MSE property is given
in the appendix. In enforcing the existing expression

1The projector Qp is the matrix that preserves the range of Yp

(QpYp = Yp) and zeroes all other vectors. Qp = I −Qp zeroes
the range of Yp and preserves everything else. For an introduction
to matrix projectors, see for example [8], pp55-61. Note that as Yp

arises from PCA and hence is orthogonal, Qp = YpYT
p .

space, this method prioritises consistency with our ob-
servations of the target model above fidelity to the ob-
served expression variation. Any information present in
the data not fully captured by the target model is sim-
ply discarded by the projection, thus tending to produce
qualitatively ‘conservative’ reproductions. In the ex-
treme case in which ŷs is independent to every mode
of variation in the target model, the vector of dot prod-
ucts YT

t ŷs is zero, and Qtŷs = YtY
T
t ŷs = Yt0 = 0

- all information is lost!
Generally though, we are interested in a reproduc-

tion, which is both reasonably plausible on the target
model and maintains most of the information of the
original expression. Thus, a compromise between the
two approaches is necessary. The following parame-
terised cost function is sensitive to both these effects:

C(yt) = ||yt − ys||2 + ϕ · ||Qtyt||2 . (1)

The first term measures the squared Euclidean dis-
tance between the variation from the mean of the origi-
nal and synthesised expressions, offering a simple mea-
sure of similarity between the expressions. The second
term uses the complementary projector Qt to extract the
component of the synthesised expression variation yt

orthogonal to (‘outside of’) the target model’s expres-
sion space, returning its square magnitude. The real pa-
rameter ϕ > 0 reflects the sensitivity to this effect.

Theorem 1 Subject to the cost function defined in Eq.
1, the optimal replicating expression is given by:2

y∗
t =

(
Qs + αQt

)
ys

where α = 1/(ϕ+ 1) ∈ (0, 1].

A simple proof of this theorem is given in the ap-
pendix. Here, α determines the proportion of varia-
tion in the observed expression unavailable in the target
model that we allow into the solution. Choosing ϕ = 0
and caring only about the Euclidean distance, gives the
‘direct transfer’ method with α = 1 and yt = ys. As
ϕ→∞, keeping within the expression space of the tar-
get model approaches a hard constraint; α → 0 and
y∗
t → Qtys, giving the simple ‘projection’ method.

Between the extremes, we obtain the range of weighted
averages of the two. Empirically, we found α = 0.6 to
provide a good balance.

2As an implementation note, it is generally infeasible to explicitly
form the matrices Qt and Qt; the storage requirement is O(n2) in
the shape/texture length, which may be quite large. The equivalent
formulation y∗

t = [αYt⊕ (1−α)[Yt⊗ [YT
t ⊗Ys]]]⊗ ρs can be

used, where ρs denotes the vector of source model parameters. The
matrix applied to ρs does not depend on the expression and may be
precomputed.
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3.2 Similarity transform

The previous discussion addressed the reproduction
of observed non-rigid variation. Rigid variation de-
scribes scale, rotation and translation, along with an
appropriate rotation and shift of the colour palette to
match skin tone. The alignment of the synthesised face
to the head in the target scene must be sufficiently ro-
bust even in continuous video sequences, which is dif-
ficult because of the human sensitivity to the smallest
inconsistencies in the positioning of key features such
as eyes.

The procedure aims to align the landmark points of
the synthesised face to those on the target head. For
each landmark point i, let xi, yi denote respectively
the source and target locations of the point, and wi a
weighting summing to 1. If our objective is to orient
the face to minimise the error measure

∑
i wi||cRxi +

t− yi||2, then this is the absolute orientation problem,
whose solution may be given in terms of the singular
value decomposition [9]:

R = USVT

t = µy − cRµx

c = trace[DS]/σ2
x

where UDVT is the SVD of Z, and:
µx =

∑
i wixi

µy =
∑

i wiyi

σ2
x =

∑
i wi||xi − µx||2

Z =
∑

i(yi − µy)(xi − µx)
T

S = diag[1, 1, . . . , 1, sign(Z)]

We must ensure weights wi are selected such that they
describe the relative correlation of the motions of each
of the landmark points with the rigid motions of the
skull. For example, if the lower jaw receives significant
weighting, the whole synthesised face would appear to
shrink as the mouth opens, to compensate. Likewise,
landmark points on the lips and eyelids should be given
small or zero weighting - they may rise and fall quite in-
dependently to any overall head motion. Lending high
weighting to various features in the upper face, includ-
ing the corners of the eyes, the upper nose and temple,
was found to produce visually acceptable results.

To determine the similarity transform to apply to the
texture layer (corresponding to a rotation and shift of
the colour palette so as to match the target image), the
previous technique may be applied, with the set of pixel
colour coordinates (R, G, B) in place of the set of ver-
tex coordinates. Since it is less clear in this case what
kind of weighting scheme should be applied, a simple
uniform weighting may be substituted.

4. Experiments and Results

For the evaluation of the proposed methods, we
ran each of the three methods on four seconds of
speech from the AVOZES data corpus [5], swapping
the speaker’s face and/or head with two other subjects.
Gaussian blurring of an alpha-mask was employed to
smooth the boundaries of the synthesised faces with the
target frames. The results give visual confirmation of
the effect of varying the α parameter:

• α = 1 - the direct transfer method - offers expres-
sion transfer very ‘true’ to the source sequence, but
generates visually unacceptable artefacts.

• α = 0 - the projection method - offers smoother
and more convincing expressions, but with notice-
ably ‘restrictive’ motion caused by the hard con-
straint.

• α = 0.6 - the weighted approach - balances the
two effects and produces qualitatively better re-
sults.

Figure 1 shows the results of expression and face swap-
ping on three sample images with two auxiliary models,
using α = 0.6.3

We also observe in the results some of the limita-
tions of the linear approach to the problem. In cases
where the constructed face is of a very different shape to
that appearing in the target scene, some feature duplica-
tion can be observed. This occurs when the edge of the
model face recedes back over the corresponding feature
in the target head, leaving both sets of features visible.
In the last row of Figure 1, two chins are visible. By
analogy, we can also observe feature subduction, where
the pasted face covers adjacent features not present in
the tracked face area. These problems could potentially
be overcome by applying a non-linear warp to some of
the surrounding image so as to minimise the effect.

5. Conclusions

We have given a theoretical justification for a proce-
dure for expression transfer between AAMs that gen-
eralises two well-known approaches. The procedure is
simple enough to be applied in real-time and has been
seen to produce video sequences that are smooth and
seemingly acceptable. However, two remaining clues
that the synthesised video sequences are ‘fake’ are par-
ticularly visible: the occasional phenomena of feature
duplication and subduction. Such problems may in the

3Sample videos are available at
http://users.rsise.anu.edu.au/∼roland/videos icpr2010.zip.
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A
Source images

B C

Expression transfer to Model 1

Face swapping with Model 1

Expression transfer to Model 2

Face swapping with Model 2

Figure 1. Expression/face swapping on
three sample images from AVOZES

future be overcome with suitable non-linear extensions
to the affine AAM transfer framework. Furthermore,
we plan to perform perceptual experiments, in which
human observers are asked to decide whether a given
video is an original or synthesised one.

6. Appendix

Proof of MSE minimality of the projection method.
yt is constrained to lie within the range of Yt, thus
Qtyt = yt and thus by the first order condition:

∇yt
||yt − ys||2Yt = 2(yT

t + yT
s )Yt

∴ YT
t yt = YT

t ys

Qtyt = Qtys

yt = Qtys 2

Proof of Theorem 1. From the first order condition,
we obtain:

∇ytC = 2(yt − ys)
T + 2ϕyT

t Qt

∴ ys = [I+ ϕQt]y
∗
t

Projecting ys into the complementary subspaces of
Qt and Qt, we obtain:

Qtys = Qty
∗
t

Qtys = (1 + ϕ)Qty
∗
t

Merging the components, we have finally:

y∗
t = Qty

∗
t +Qty

∗
t

= Qtys + [1/(1 + ϕ)]Qys

=
(
Qt + αQt

)
ys 2
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